
HOW DECOUPLED WCM 
ACCELERATES DIGITAL 
EXPERIENCE TRANSFORMATION
Learn the differences between competing WCM architectures and which one is best for 
your enterprise’s needs
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As the digital marketplace changes, it’s forcing 
marketers to change the way they look at web 
content management (WCM) solutions, too.

Those marketers are becoming increasingly diverse 
in how they engage with audiences,  developing more 
touchpoints and driving up the complexity of their 
digital marketing mix, as those very audiences 
demand 24/7 attention and responsiveness 
from brands.

In fact, this change has driven the very term “web content 
management” out of date.

“Web content management has become 
one of the biggest technological misnomers 

of the digital age.”1

The website is being supplanted by other points of 
engagement, from texting to mobile apps and social 
media, and the web content that was once the 
end-all for digital marketers is now only one tactic. What 
matters most is maintaining constant, reciprocal 
engagement with your customer or prospect, not the 
specific channel or content you use to achieve it.

In this new reality, the ability to manage and market 
content is merely the minimum cost of entry, table 
stakes for the marketer who is now pressed to get a 
constant, consistent stream of messages out to an 
audience irrespective of platform or channel. 

Increasingly, CIOs and CTOs are looking to digital 
experience platforms (DXPs) as the solution to this 
need, not least because the DXP approach is being 
championed by analysts such as Gartner, Forrester 
and others. 

Companies capable of optimizing multi-channel 
digital experiences will be better positioned in the 
long run, especially if they can manage those 
experiences across multiple markets and regions. 
But to reach this Valhalla, companies will have to 
examine the content management system (WCM) 
architecture underlying prospective DXP offerings. In 
this document, we’ll examine the driving forces 
behind DXP adoption, the merits (and demerits) of 
the three prevalent WCM architectures, and explain 
why a decoupled WCM is the best available solution 
for accelerating enterprise transformation to digital 
experience management.

1. INTRODUCTION: 
THE WCM IDENTITY CRISIS



2. NEW PLATFORM IMPERATIVES

DXP adoption is being roundly endorsed by  
well-respected, leading analyst firms, such as 
Gartner:

“One of the best technologies for delivering 
a seamless digital experience is a digital experience 

platform...A DXP provides integration across web, portal 
and mobile apps, while allowing reuse of key assets.”2

What, then, are the key imperatives driving compa-
nies away from WCM approaches and toward DXP? 
What are they looking for?

Platform agnosticism, so consistent digital 
experiences can be delivered regardless of the 
platforms being used by an audience.

Broad interoperability, allowing the platform to 
interface seamlessly with the rest of a sales 
and marketing stack or other enterprise 
systems.

Bimodal IT capability: In Gartner’s words, it’s 
“the practice of managing two separate, 
coherent modes of IT delivery: one focused on 
stability and the other on agility. Mode 1 is 
traditional and sequential, emphasizing safety 
and accuracy. Mode 2 is exploratory and 
nonlinear, emphasizing agility and speed.”

A program, not project, focus: Marketers now 
need to deliver continual omnichannel 
engagement between brand and consumer 
that’s not bound by the limits of a single 
campaign or promotion.

How does a DXP meet these imperatives?

It manages multiple touchpoints, including 
web, mobile, connected devices, email, social, 
IoT…

It serves multiple user audiences such as 
customers, partners, employees, suppliers and 
others.

It engages users at different points in their 
journey – along a prospect’s path from 
discovery to conversion, for example.

It integrates a consistent digital experience 
across all delivery channels and touchpoints, 
including backend systems and other 
enterprise platforms.



Custom Interfaces, APIs, File Transfer Mechanisms, Batch Processing...

3. THE OMNICHANNEL 
DELIVERY CHALLENGE

The problem in delivering consistent digital experi-
ences is the very breadth and complexity on all
sides: Legacy applications, shared services, CRM 
systems and marketing tools all want to converse 
with users through multiple channels, entailing a host 
of APIs, file transfer mechanisms and other interfac-
es. 

But the coherence of the experience and conversa-
tion with users is paramount. Imagine yourself as a 
banking or insurance customer: You want to see your 
personal preferences, updated data, documentation, 
balances, etc., reflected seamlessly across every 
touchpoint. 

If they’re not, your trust in that entity suffers, however-
slightly.  You may go shopping for another provider 
who has a reputation for providing a better customer 
experience – a step that today’s consumers hardly 
hesitate to take.

Companies with the strongest omni-channel custom-
er engagement strategies retain an average of 89% 
of their customers, versus just 33%  for companies 
with weak omni-channel strategies. 3

Web Mobile Social Partner New Channel

Shared Service
Customer experience

 creation & management

CRM Marketing Tools Legacy Applications



What’s slowing progress and driving up 
costs?

So why aren’t companies adopting DXP more 
quickly? There’s a gulf between what they expect 
and demand and what they’re actually able to fulfill, 
owing to various internal constraints.

Enterprise Demand

Convert legacy line-of-business (LOB) 
applications into modern, online, 
self-service solutions.

Deliver single, coherent, seamless 
and personalized customer 
experiences across multiple
platforms, everywhere!

Continuous availability.

Bulletproof data security.

Globally high performance.

Enterprise Constraints

Sunk costs and siloed technology 
investments are holding back 
innovation.

Inflexible legacy solutions can’t 
adapt to new touchpoints, like 
mobile.

These also lack the proper balance 
between enterprise control and user 
personalization.

Separate teams lack coordination, 
and/or are in outright conflict.

Development teams possess 
varying skills/competency.

Disjointed experiences exist across 
pre- and post log-in.

LOB applications are deployed in 
multiple geographic locations.

Diverse platform and technology 
standards (e.g. .NET, Java, PHP etc.) 
prevail across the enterprise.

Applications are of varying 
sophistication and quality.



4. THE IDEAL DIGITAL 
EXPERIENCE OPTION

For companies weighing the forlorn choice between 
using a WCM versus a horizontal portal solution to 
manage their digital experiences, the emergence of 
DXP now offers a potentially more effective option.

“Organizations often spend time and money 
on custom development and integration because 
they choose the wrong type of system as the basis 

for their digital initiatives.”4

So, in assessing any approach to delivering digital 
experiences, it’s in a company’s best interest to 
benchmark available options against an ideal model 
of a digital experience service:

Agility:

Delivers experience solutions at market 
velocity

Launces programs with minimal 
dependence on external resources

Embraces emerging technologies and 
channels

Performs at scale:

High-availability, high-performance sites can be 
deployed globally

Teams can share, collaborate, and standardize 
across an entire global portfolio

Supports multiple teams working concurrently

Avoids rip-and-replace:

Maintains compatibility with established, 
legacy solutions

Personalized, contextual experiences are 
ensured across all touchpoints

Integrates non-disruptively with your existing 
digital footprint

Meets large (or growing) enterprise 
requirements:

Centralizes control but allows local 
customization

Leverages a full set of enterprise-class 
content management features

Ensures cyberthreat resilience



5. COMPARING WCM ARCHITECTURES

When advancing toward delivering optimized digital 
experiences, choosing the right WCM solution is a 
critical step.  

The lines between WCM and DXP are (sometimes 
intentionally) blurred, as some providers try to 
maintain the relevance of legacy WCM offerings by 
re-branding them as DXPs, while others have built 
ground-up WCM solutions specifically geared to the 
challenges of omnichannel marketing.

Authoring content and delivering optimized, personal-
ized digital experiences across a host of channels 
involves a variety of technologies and approaches, 
starting with the WCM architecture that’s being 
used. There are three primary types, and they’re 
often confused: -

Monolithic: Also called “coupled” or 
“fully-integrated” WCM architecture, the 
platform that’s used to build a digital 
experience is the same one that delivers it.

Headless: Content is abstracted behind an API 
and there’s no pre-determined front-end 
presentation layer, allowing more flexibility to 
publish on different platforms.

Decoupled: Authoring and delivery 
environments (e.g. web servers) are separated,  
enabling faster, more flexible content delivery.

Each has its own strengths, yet they’re so 
fundamentally different in how they work (or should 
be used) that an enterprise needs to take a “long 
game” approach in evaluating them: Which will fit my 
business today and tomorrow? How do they stack up 
against our benchmarks for that ‘ideal’ digital 
experience platform?



Monolithic WCM

Topline: The platform used to build the digital 
experience is the same one that delivers it.  

Examples: Adobe, Sitecore, Acquia, Wordpress, 
Episerver

Advantages:

Easy to create, manage and publish content 
quickly

Is completely programmable

Offers a wide range of capabilities

Widely used and proven

Enables strong digital governance

Disadvantages:

Limits the type of content editors can publish 
and where it can appear

Places limits on customization and 
development agility

Requires more time in the development cycle

Has significant scaling and upgrade costs

Substantial platform-specific training required

Requires add-ons to control style/format of 
content in certain channels

End User

Developer

Author

Management/Delivery

Full Featured CMS
Custom Application



Headless WCM

Topline: Content is abstracted behind an API, with no 
pre-determined frontend presentation layer

Examples: Contentful, Alfresco, prismic.io

Advantages:

Delivered as a service, lightweight and simple

Globally distributed

Developer-friendly

Fast content delivery

Supports any experience, including IoT

Disadvantages:

Requires more development effort

Difficult to work with as an authoring system

Near-zero governance 

Security weak and limited to content

Content only, no dynamic services

End User

Developer

Web / Mobile
Application

Author

Basic 
Content 

Editing UI

Content 
Access 

API

Database

Management Delivery



Decoupled WCM

Topline: Separation of authoring and delivery 
environments allows freedom for enterprise 
architects and faster, more flexible content delivery.

Examples: Crownpeak, Ingeniux, Percussion, 
TeamSite

Advantages:

Delivered as a service, globally distributed

Unlimited scaling and integration

Intuitive authoring

Enterprise governance and quality control

Enhanced security

Greater agility and flexibility

Produces and deploys content to any location 
or platform: vendor-hosted, 3rd party services, 
in-house servers, etc. 

Disadvantages:

Development model may be more indirect than 
other platforms  

Not necessary for some enterprises, such as 
small businesses with limited footprints

End User

Developer

Web / Mobile
Application

Dynamic
Micro-Services

Author

Complete
UI

Publish
Service

Full Featured 
CMS Platform

Management Delivery



Alignment with the ideal service profile

How do our three WCM architectures compare when 
benchmarked against the ideal digital experience 
delivery service we outlined earlier?

Summary: Decoupled WCM is the best fit for deliver-
ing consistent, global digital experiences with a 
maximum of flexibility and scalability, and with a 
minimum of disruption, adoption and training costs 
and ramp-up time.

Monolithic Headless Decoupled

Agility

Performance 
at scale

Avoids 
rip-and-replace

Substantial platform- 
specific training required

Lengthy provisioning 
cycles

Highly-serialized 
production pipeline

Project structure dictates 
content model

Cross-project sharing of 
content & code is 
challenging

Significant scaling costs

Solutions are  limited to 
platform technology

Tight coupling of dynamic 
services

Cloud-based WCM cannot 
enhance on-premise, 
legacy platforms

Content accessible via 
API

Content consumable by 
any experience

Concurrency requires 
separate API Keys which 
limits content sharing

Content focused delivery 
is scalable

Simple workflow and 
collaboration

Globally distributed API 
delivered content

Works with any 
technology (Java, 
Angular, .Net, etc.)

Content only: no 
dynamic services

API-driven content 
delivery into legacy 
platforms

Intuitive Authoring Tools

Low barrier to entry for 
developers

Ease of  training and 
adoption for content 
teams

Concurrent development 
& deployment

Multi-site workflows & 
collaboration

Universal content 
repository

Fully managed, globally 
hosted, native cloud 
service

Meets large 
enterprise 
requirements

Cross-project governance 
is challenging

Upgrades are expensive, 
complex and risky

Security responsibility is 
delegated to customer

Inadequate authoring 
experience

Near-zero governance – 
every project is a 
“snowflake”

Security weak and 
limited to content

Cross-project 
governance model

Comprehensive feature 
set

Transparent upgrades

World-class cyber-threat 
protection

Works with any 
technology (Java, 
Angular, .Net, etc.)

API-driven services for 
personalization

Easily consume / feed / 
enhance on-premise 
legacy platforms



Performance against common enterprise 
use cases

How well do the three WCM architectures suit some 
of the most common needs seen by digital 
marketers?

Summary: While monolithic and headless WCM have 
particular strengths that suit some use cases, 
decoupled WCM is the only architecture that 
performs optimally against all of them.

Monolithic Headless Decoupled

Enterprise 
multi-site

Heterogeneous 
technologies 
and LOB apps

Multi-channel

Suitable: Multi-site 
capabilities and  
governance with  
support for translation.  

Has challenges with 
concurrent workstreams.

Not possible:  Technology 
choice is forced by 
platform.

Doable, but often costly 
and difficult.

Experiences will need to  
be configured and 
deployed independently.

 Partly Suitable:  Content 
API consumed by any 
site with basic translation 
capabilities.

 Negligible  support for 
governance of 
presentation, brand.

Very suitable:  Content is 
delivered by RESTful API 
which can be accessed 
from any digital 
experience.

Very suitable:  Content is 
delivered by RESTful API 
which can be accessed 
from any digital 
experience.

Very suitable: Robust 
modeling and multi-site 
modeling with 
concurrency, 
collaboration, and 
strong governance.

Very suitable:  Content 
can be published into any 
platform, as well as made 
available via RESTful API.

Personalized

experiences

Very suitable: Platform 
offers highly dynamic 
personalization through 
integrated coupled
services.

Not available:  API doesn’t 
provide testing or 
targeting capabilities.

Very suitable:  Dynamic 
services offers search, 
testing, targeting, form 
processing and analytics 
via dedicated APIs.

Very suitable:  Content 
can be published into any 
platform, as well as made 
available via RESTful API.



Can Emulate/Deliver:

Monolithic Headless Decoupled

N/AMonolithic Yes No

No N/AHeadless No

Yes Yes N/ADecoupled

Not so black-and-white

Sometimes an architecture can emulate another, 
often by using additional technologies. This is why 
there’s some confusion at large about which WCM 
offerings are headless, monolithic or decoupled, 
especially with older platforms vying to reinvent 
themselves (or their image) as modern, contempo-
rary solutions. 

Of the three competing architectures, however, 
decoupled WCM is the only one capable of 
effectively emulating the capabilities of the others, 
whereas neither monolithic nor headless WCM can 
completely deliver all of the capabilities offered by a 
decoupled WCM.



6. THE RIGHT WCM FOR DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION?

A decoupled WCM architecture is often the best 
option for any company aiming to transform its digital 
marketing from mere content publishing to digital 
experience delivery across multiple channels. 
Decoupled WCMs are especially well-suited for 
companies that are dependent on multiple internal, 
legacy business applications for delivering their 
overall customer experience.

The differences between these WCM approaches 
have a profound impact on a company’s ability to 
create and deliver those experiences flexibly, 
cost-effectively, and with competitive agility: 

Monolithic WCM platforms provide 
full-featured environments for both skilled 
developers and non-technical authors.  
However, they are inherently more constrained 
and difficult to work with, making them costly 
and resource-intensive. They may not even 
integrate with a marketer’s established 
systems due to technology mismatches. They 
also don’t scale economically when compared 
to the alternatives. Furthermore, cloud-based 
options present significant challenges 
integrating with on-premise systems.

Headless WCM solutions offer flexibility and 
speed, and are a dream for developer-oriented 
audiences.  However, they typically don’t 
provide any support for designing page layouts, 
defining workflow, re-using presentation layer 
designs across different channels, or 
conducting A/B testing. This makes them 
challenging, or impossible, to use by 
non-technical users. Adding these capabilities 
via plug-ins or other modifications have the 
ironic effect of making a headless WCM more 
and more monolithic.

Decoupled WCM services offer full-suite 
facilities for developers and non-technical 
users alike.  Unique among the three 
architectures, they can produce and deploy 
content to any platform, in any form, globally. 
Because of their structure, they can be easily 
integrated with legacy systems, and provide a 
higher degree of digital governance and 
security than competing architectures.



7. THE DXM EVOLUTION

Delivering digital experiences in such a complex and 
demanding multichannel environment has led 
marketers to consider purpose-built platforms 
conceived and developed entirely around this new 
paradigm. 

Chief among those?  Digital Experience Management 
(DXM) platforms that are natively built to work as 
omnichannel management platforms with global 
reach and scalability.

In the case of Crownpeak DXM, the challenge of 
consistently delivering messages and content to 
multiple channels is resolved by a Digital Experience 
LayerSM that obviates dealing with a swarm of APIs, 
file transfer mechanisms and other protocols, 
allowing integration between legacy LOBs, while 
maintaining consistent digital customer experiences 
across all channels.

Employing deployment patterns

One attraction of a best-of-breed DXM is the use of 
deployment patterns that apply best-practice 
techniques to resolve specific situations for specific 
enterprises, improving performance and 
maintainability for administrators and marketers 
alike.

In Crownpeak DXM’s case, five deployment patterns 
can be utilized that collectively address the majority 
of enterprise needs:

Crownpeak Digital Experience LayerSM

Web Mobile Social Partner New Channel

Shared Service
Customer experience

 Creation & management

CRM Marketing Tools Legacy Applications



1. Standalone

2. DXL Invokesm

Complete, self-contained solution, managed entirely within the DXM.

Suitable for:

Solutions almost exclusively content-focused e.g. static web/mobile sites, marketing 
campaigns, landing pages, etc.

Solutions requiring minimal software development

Solutions requiring no interaction with customer-hosted internal services

Presentation layer deployed from the DXM as a standalone façade, interacting
with LOB applications via a service API.

Suitable for:

Solutions with significant and/or complex business logic

Business applications that offer a full API, supporting both business logic transactions 
and data exchange

Use cases requiring a variety of presentation treatments for a given business 
application-device and language

Solutions where direct modification of the existing application carries high risk/cost

3. DXL Injectsm

4. DXL Ingestsm

Presentation layer delivered from Crownpeak DXM directly into LOB application 
environment.

Suitable for:

Solutions with significant and/or complex business logic

Business applications lacking a full API

Established, stable, legacy LOB applications in maintenance mode

Use cases requiring a variety of presentation treatments for a given  
business application–device and language

Solutions where direct modification of the existing application carries high risk/cost

Packaged business logic, shipped into a DXM-managed presentation 
environment using industry-standard application deployment service.

Suitable for:

Solutions with significant and/or complex business logic

Solutions where the business logic is owned and maintained by a separate department/ 
organization

Solutions where application development and marketing activities must be able to 
operate on different cycles

Solutions with well-defined interface contracts between presentation and business
logice components

Rapid on-boarding of existing web applications into managed WCM



The benefits for marketers?

Quicker time-to-market

Lower barriers (such as costs and skills) to 
digital initiatives 

More coherent/consistent cross-platform 
digital experiences

Control over language localization and device 
support programs

Freedom to exploit emerging channels

The benefits for technologists?

Minimized disruption for critical transactional 
systems

Limited diversion of high-value resources

Reduced pressure for (marketing-driven) 
full-scale replatforming

Consistency with existing architectural 
principles and standards

Retained control over information security

Other benefits of a best-in-breed 
decoupled DXM?

It scales globally and provides high availability 
and performance, even during traffic spikes

Offers a high-level of personalized service and 
support for meeting enterprise needs 
worldwide

If it delivers integrated Digital Quality Control 
(DQM), it:

Ensures digital experiences comply with 
accessibility, brand, SEO, legal, and usability 
standards

Detects and fixes compliance issues, file and 
image errors, broken links, misspellings, and 
unique brand and business rule violations

Ensures consistency across all customer 
touchpoints, regardless of channel

Enforces content standards and policies at a 
global, regional or local level

5. Consumer Solution incorporating DXM-managed content and services into LOB application using 
the DXM’s API

Suitable for:

Existing LOB applicaitons needing advanced digital marketing content capabilities

Scenarios where direct modification of the existing applicaiton carries high risk/cost

Teams with strong capabilities in modern WCM-independent development frameworks

Single-page, client-side applications



8. SUMMARY

In 2015, Gartner published a study that found that 
89% of businesses expected to be competing mainly 
on customer experience by 2016, and enterprises 
that take customer experience seriously would rise 
above the rest.5  Since that prediction, there’s been 
every evidence that it’s come to pass.

Marketers need to transform how they manage an 
ever-growing array of digital touchpoints if they’re 
going to compete in an omnichannel world. To get 
there, embracing the right WCM architecture to 
support that thrust is mission-critical. 

A decoupled WCM solution is the right answer for 
digital marketers who want to segue into this new era 
of dynamic, personalized and coherent customer 
experiences, as they move beyond mere web content 
management into platform-agnostic, 24/7 
engagement with customers who have zero sympathy 
for a marketer’s technical hurdles. 

Retaining customer loyalty – and access to their 
pocketbooks – relies on the seamlessness and 
consistency of the digital experience you’re able to 
deliver, and picking the right WCM is the first step.
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A decoupled WCM architecture is often the best 
option for any company aiming to transform its digital 
marketing from mere content publishing to digital 
experience delivery across multiple channels. 
Decoupled WCMs are especially well-suited for 
companies that are dependent on multiple internal, 
legacy business applications for delivering their 
overall customer experience.

The differences  between these WCM approaches 
have a profound impact on a company’s ability to 
create and deliver those experiences flexibly, 
cost-effectively and with competitive agility: 

Monolithic WCM, platforms provide 
full-featured environments for both skilled 
developers and non-technical authors.  
However, they are inherently more constrained 
and difficult to work with, making them costly 
and resource-intensive. They may not even 
integrate with a marketer’s established 
systems due to technology mismatches. They 
also don’t scale economically when compared 
to the alternatives. Furthermore, cloud-based 
options present significant challenges 
integrating with on-premise systems.

Headless WCM solutions offer flexibility and 
speed, and are a dream for developer-oriented 
audiences.  However, they typically don’t 
provide any support for designing page layouts, 
defining workflow, re-using presentation layer 
designs across different channels, or 
conducting A/B testing. This makes them 
challenging, or impossible, to use by 
non-technical users. Adding these capabilities 
via plug-ins or other modifications have the 
ironic effect of making a headless WCM more 
and more monolithic.

Decoupled WCM services offer full-suite 
facilities for developers and non-technical 
users alike.  Unique among the three 
architectures, they can produce and deploy 
content to any platform, in any form, globally. 
Because of their structure, they can be easily 
integrated with legacy systems, and provide a 
higher degree of digital governance and 
security than competing architectures.



Founded in January 2001, Crownpeak was the first company to offer SaaS-based 
web content management. Today, leading brands trust Crownpeak’s cloud-first Digital 
Experience Management (DXM) platform to quickly and easily create, deploy and 
optimize customer experiences across digital touchpoints at scale.

Crownpeak provides a complete solution for DXM featuring content management, 
personalization, search and hosting, in addition to fully integrated Digital Quality 
Management (DQM) to ensure brand integrity and meet compliance requirements. 
More than 180 enterprise companies rely on Crownpeak to deliver engaging
experiences that delight customers, promote loyalty and deliver results.

crownpeak.com


